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bulbasaur xy smogon strategy pokedex - bulbasaur is fairly simple to use switch into vulpix to set up the sun then wait for
the optimal opportunity for bulbasaur to come in bulbasaur s decent special bulk allows it to switch in on special attacks
better than physical attacks so take that into account when preparing to switch, bulbasaur sm smogon strategy pokedex overview bulbasaur is also outsped by common choice scarf users such as doduo and rufflet bulbasaur also faces
competition with pumpkaboo s as both can use z moves to boost all of their stats and z trick or treat is obviously more useful
than z celebrate, venusaur xy smogon strategy pokedex - other options earthquake can be used on either of the
standard sets to cripple heatran a very common switch in a life orb sun sweeper set with growth can be effective when
paired with mega charizard y sleep powder is an option for the defensive set to use on a predicted switch incapacitating the
switch in and therefore allowing momentum to switch to the side of mega venusaur and its team, bulbasaur rs smogon
strategy pokedex - does 1 4 of max hp damage per turn at the cost of half the user s max hp if the user is a ghost type
boosts the user s attack and defense and lowers speed by one stage each otherwise, bulbasaur pok mon generation i
learnset bulbapedia - bold indicates a move that gets stab when used by bulbasaur italic indicates a move that gets stab
only when used by an evolution of bulbasaur click on the generation numbers at the top to see level up moves from other
generations by tm hm, bulbasaur 001 serebii net pok dex - omega ruby bulbasaur can be seen napping in bright sunlight
there is a seed on its back by soaking up the sun s rays the seed grows progressively larger a physical attack in which the
user charges and slams into the target with its whole body the user growls in an endearing way making the opposing team
less wary, bulbasaur pok dex stats moves evolution locations - bulbasaur is a grass poison type pok mon introduced in
generation 1 it is known as the seed pok mon, venusaur pok dex stats moves evolution locations - venusaur is a grass
poison type pok mon introduced in generation 1 it is known as the seed pok mon venusaur has a mega evolution available
from x y onwards, bulbasaur generation 1 move learnset red blue yellow - below are all the moves that bulbasaur can
learn in generation 1 which consists of pok mon red pok mon blue pok mon yellow note the move categories shown here are
based on the move s type as was the mechanic in generations 1 3
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